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SUSTAINABLE LABS WORKING GROUP 

(SLWG) 
Notes from meeting February 23, 2017 2:00-3:30 pm, 3610 McTavish, Room 430 

Present: Amelia Brinkerhoff (guest), Jerome Conraud, Alexander Dow, Anne-Marie 

Durocher, Stephanie Leclerc, Teodor Mocanu, Kathleen Ng, Frederic Samson, 

Wayne Wood (Acting Chair) 

Frederic was introduced to the group, and could be a potential alternate for Jerome. 

ITEM 1. REVIEW AGENDA AND NOTES FROM PAST MEETING 
No changes were made to the agenda. Kathleen noted that the year needed to be 

corrected (2017, not 2016).  

ITEM 2. BUSINESS ARISING 

WORKING GROUP REPORTS 

SUSTAINABLE LABS IN EHS CHECKLIST/GUIDE FOR RESEARCHERS 
Re. sustainability section in EHS checklist/guide for researchers. Further to the last meeting, a memo about the 

checklist and guide co-signed by the OVPR&I [Office of the Vice-Principal (Research and Innovation)] were to have 

been sent prior to beginning the next cycle of lab inspections.  

 Anne-Marie indicated that, from the perspective of the VPR&I, the memo was ready to go. 

 Wayne had asked Robert Couvrette, AVP (Facilities Management and Ancillary Services), to request the 

VPAF’s signature; Robert’s assistant confirmed that it was on his to-do list. 

Because the inspections had originally been slated to begin in January, EHS could not delay any longer and began 

inspections in the Faculty of Medicine, using the new sustainability checklist.  

 No issues arose with the researchers since beginning the inspections the previous week, especially as the 

inspector would explain what they were doing and why, reassuring that the results would not be part of 

their score but would provide baseline information on how labs could conform to sustainability 

requirements. The researchers were also told that the guide would soon be on its way. 

 Once the inspections of these departments were complete, the six inspectors would provide comments for 

discussion at the SLWG. 

 Teo confirmed that Parisa would begin on the business need with regards to the statistical reporting on 

MyLab. [The checklist was currently being done on tablets, but the sustainability checklist was yet to be 

programmed and would be temporarily done on paper.] 

Kathleen mentioned that the Sustainable Events Guide and tools were already uploaded to OneDrive; all agreed that 

the sustainable labs guide could also be made available via OneDrive pending distribution of the official memo. 

ACTIONS:  

VISION FOR 
SUSTAINABLE 
LABS AT MCGILL 

Engage the University community; 

promote and recognize efforts to 

reduce material, water, and energy 

consumption while maximizing cost 

savings; improve safety and 

accessibility through optimizing 

operations, training and awareness. 

Approved by the SLWG 30 January 2015 
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 TEO would scan the results of the inspections the week after the inspections were complete and send them 

to KATHLEEN. These could subsequently be presented to the SLWG. 

 KATHLEEN would add the sustainable labs resources (guide and checklist) on OneDrive. 

STUDENT TRAINING IN SUSTAINABLE LAB MANAGEMENT 
A discussion arose around whether sustainable labs training in Engineering could be integrated into existing safety 

training (which already included many themes, like waste training), instead of having a separate sustainability 

training, given the huge variation in the way different departments operate. The challenge was also to find 

stakeholders who would work with the students and catalyze action (such as graduate students in the Wong Building, 

who were in charge of chemical waste). Ideas included 

 Require safety training BEFORE people began work (vs. when they get around to going for training); and 

 Provide training on the principles of sustainability, since, for example, very little thought was given to where 

chemicals came from (mined, grown, etc.) nor how they were being disposed of.  

o Stephanie indicated that Procurement was looking for this information and would communicate 

this to the community. Work had begun on cellphones, which were found to contain 60 elements 

- including iridium for the touch screens (which was produced by only two mines in the world). The 

impacts were significant, given McGill’s 1300 cellphones, 1/3 of which were changed annually: 

production of each cellphone generating 70 kg/GHGs per year. 

o Kathleen mentioned that MOOS’ ASR intern, Haejoo Oh, was currently working on a Sustainability 

101 module for MyCourses. 

Alex also relayed Sean’s update (in absentia) for Science: Sean was working on an SPF application for Biology and 

Biochemistry to remove paper waste from protocols; a review of TA protocols would be necessary. 

ACTIONS:  

 ALEX/SEAN would prepare an exit report summarizing their findings from the labs they had consulted with. 

These would then by cross-referenced with EHS’ information on chemicals and radiations and JEROME’s 

data about the most energy intensive buildings on campus, to identify potential actions for next year’s 

cohort of students. 

 KATHLEEN would connect ALEX/SEAN with HAEJOO. 

LAB WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Re. the lab plastic collection pilot project at the Goodman Cancer Research Center: 

 Currently, only 4-5 labs are participating but every week more people want to join. 

 Sorting is done by a nonprofit reinsertion program. 

 Most of the waste collected consists of empty bottles (buffers, etc.) and packaging. 

o Researchers preferred pipet wrappers made of paper and plastic (not easily recyclable) vs. all-

plastic (recyclable) due to ease of opening – a life-cycle analysis of one vs. the other would be 

useful. 

 The project saw many logistical issues (ex. color and type of bins; proper transportation from floors to 

loading areas – who should do this on a larger scale and where this could go); 

o A compactor would save space, emissions (less transportation emissions from collection) and cost 

(less frequent collection). Stephanie was speaking to Christian about whether a new compactor 

would be needed (and whether space was available), or whether the glass-metal-plastic one could 

be repurposed 

Re. the Waste Reduction and Diversion Task-Force (WRDTF):  
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 New members added to the group included Donald Nicklass (project management), Oliver de Volpi (Food 

and Dining Services), and Julia Freeman (faculty lecturer). 

Things were going well, with the hiring of the student intern and the assistance of Philip St-Jean, who was running a 

pilot on waste management as part of the LEED Operations and Maintenance project (which would consider factors 

like bin design). Jerome clarified that the LEED O&M project will not be on research buildings. 

VISION2020  

PROPOSED ACTIONS FOR 2017-2020 
Amelia provided an update to the group regarding the process to date, then brought forward a few of the 

suggestions received from the Action Team Meetings to date for actions to be included in the next iteration of the 

next Sustainability and Climate Change Action Plan 2017-2020. The group then reviewed the deliverables proposed 

for the SLWG;  

 Sustainable lab award – idea was well taken by the group; 

 Sustainability training – institutionalization would be a challenge, given that a designated person would be 

required to support students and the project itself. 

Wayne added that he and Lorraine Mercier and Francois Miller were working on sustainable lab guidelines. 

ACTION:  

 AMELIA would draft wording for Vision2020 actions. 

CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PROJECT UPDATE 

Management of Used and End of Life Research equipment WAS part of THE Capital Asset project. Research equipment 

is the most urgent category WITH RESPECT TO DEVELOPMENT OF policies, regulations, procedures for tracking and tagging, 

proper used and end of life management. Tri-agency requires two things; 

1) All new research equipment to be tracked and tagged.  

 Currently have positive approval process for >$10K where they confirm receipt of equipment. 

Clarification: central receiving does not mean physical location. 

 A new person in Financial Services is managing and getting equipment tagged for tracking using 

Asset Panda. People are happy with it and it is very user friendly.  

2) Proper disposal of equipment. However, this is tricky and contentious for getting authorizations. 

 A baseline study was done last year, where it was found that material was piling up since no 

process was in place guiding what to do with it, where it goes, where the money goes, etc.  

 Draft procedures for used/end of life research equipment identified ten different scenarios 

possible depending on whether the fund is closed or open, researcher moving, donated/sold 

externally, etc.  

This is complex but Rosie and Francois et al. were looking at the issue, New forms would then be 

distributed to researchers.   

When people are buying new equipment, they are NOW asked about whether this could be for old equipment, Clearly 

operationalizing the 4Rs; currently THIS applies for research assets but would eventually cover specialized equipment, 

teaching and learning, research IT, etc.   
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Wayne mentioned that CFI requires that equipment be kept for 5 years even if it is dangerous, unused and taking up 

space (ex. a laser cutter). Stephanie and Anne-Marie recommended that he contact Romina Gandalfo in OVPRI about 

this issue. 

ITEM 3. NEW BUSINESS 

FRQ CONSULTATION: SUSTAINABILITY IMPACTS OF RESEARCH 

All researchers received a request for consultation from the FRQ: this included the option of completing a survey 

about defining sustainability impacts of research, and/or submitting a 4-page brief. The FRQ will likely do a project 

d’enoncé where researchers need to declare whether their research has low, medium or high impact on the 

environment (built environment, health and safety, social capital, etc.). Anne-Marie and Kathleen worked on the 

document for McGill, which highlighted McGill’s efforts, including the sustainable labs guide and the updates to the 

policy on the conduct of research.  

 Alex mentioned that a SSMU research position was looking at potential alternative uses of research given 

that this was an important issue to students. However, this was already apparently intended to be on the 

Office of Sponsored Research’s checklist where researchers would need to disclose whether the research 

had potential harmful application. 

ACTIONS:  

 WAYNE would send ANNE-MARIE a few sentences about current practices for the brief. 

 ANNE-MARIE would circulate the final document if this is approved/submitted. 

BRAINSTORMING SUSTAINABLE LAB AWARD 

Ideas for sustainable lab awards were discussed, such as: 

 Including student training in the vetting process 

 Using results of the lab inspections, or the overall scores of the department instead of individual labs 

 Voting for sustainability ambassadors (similar to voting for safety ambassadors), recognizing those to who 

take leadership above and beyond what is expected of someone in their position 

 Adjusting for different types of labs (ex. since not all had fridges) 

 Assessing social sustainability of the lab: this would be difficult to inspect but by submitting nominations 

this could stimulate dialogue around the issue 

 Use point system, such as with the Principal’s Awards 

 Be inspired by safety committee awards (based on activity reports, lab inspection scores, active first 

aiders) which is conferred with a cash award of $600 from the OPVR&I for purpose of first aid kits or 

equipment, and a presentation at Safety Week 

ACTION:  

o KATHLEEN would summarize the possibilities and draft a proposal for discussion by the SLWG.  

OVERHAULING SLWG PROCEDURES/COMMUNICATIONS 

[adjourned to next meeting] 

ITEM 4. OTHER BUSINESS 
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Upcoming events. 

 Sustainability Friday (February 24) would feature Sustainability Science and Society’s Graham Macdonald  

 Catalyst Awards (April 3rd) RSVP deadline was March 27. 

Fume hoods. Since not all fume hoods were the same, Jerome was interested in assessing required air changes vis-

à-vis the research being done in order to rate the efficacy of the fume hood, and cross-reference this information 

with ASHRAE.  

 Wayne recommended he connect with Daniel Drolet or Robert Sauve at Institut de recherché sur le SST 

(IRSST), who performed a project  at Laval University recently studying of all their fume hoods to determine 

which are appropriate for teaching or gases or otherwise.  

o This approach could be useful for new lab design standards, especially for the new lab building - 

slated to be LEED-certified - to be constructed on this site in 2025 (funded by a $66M government 

grant, according to Alex).  

 Alex advised that the Teaching and Learning Services Working Group was already working to minimize fume 

hoods while maximizing usability for teaching labs.  

 Wayne added that we could probably do with six air changes per hour, but professionals do more to protect 

themselves. Jerome and WW to touch base on this offline.  

ACTION:  

 JEROME would touch base with WAYNE, DANIEL DROLET, ADAM FINKELSTEIN, and the Stewart Biology 

professionals. 

  


